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Sir Cumference and the Viking's Map - Cindy Neuschwander 2013-11-14
For fans of the Sir Cumference series with coordinate geometry on their mind, here is the seventh
installment in this fun look at math and language. While riding through the forests of Angleland, cousins
Per and Radius realize they are lost and are desperate for a map to guide them home. Soon they come
across a mysterious house in the hills. Inside they find a map to a treasure belonging to Xaxon
Yellowbearyd, the fiercest Viking warrior of his time. Per and Radius must decode the strange numbered
grid on the map, while trying to steer clear of the pack of bungling bandits who are on their tail. Will they
find the treasure in time? Cindy Neuschwander delivers yet another intriguing math adventure featuring
the well-known characters of Angleland. Readers will enjoy following Per and Radius in their quest while
learning how coordinate geometry relates to everyday life. Wayne Geehan’s beautiful illustrations offer a
bit of comic relief, while also clearly demonstrating the concepts explored in the story.
Stone Fox - John Reynolds Gardiner 2010-05-18
John Reynolds Gardiner's classic action-packed adventure story about a thrilling dogsled race has
captivated readers for more than thirty years. Based on a Rocky Mountain legend, Stone Fox tells the story
of Little Willy, who lives with his grandfather in Wyoming. When Grandfather falls ill, he is no longer able to
work the farm, which is in danger of foreclosure. Little Willy is determined to win the National Dogsled
Race—the prize money would save the farm and his grandfather. But he isn't the only one who desperately
wants to win. Willy and his brave dog Searchlight must face off against experienced racers, including a
Native American man named Stone Fox, who has never lost a race. Exciting and heartwarming, this novel
has sold millions of copies and was named a New York Times Outstanding Children's Book.
Distance Education for Teacher Training - Hilary Perraton 2002-03-11
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Mega-Fun Fractions - Martin Lee 2002-08-01
Explore fractions in a variety of meaningful ways!
The Sciences of the Artificial, third edition - Herbert A. Simon 1996-09-26
Continuing his exploration of the organization of complexity and the science of design, this new edition of
Herbert Simon's classic work on artificial intelligence adds a chapter that sorts out the current themes and
tools—chaos, adaptive systems, genetic algorithms—for analyzing complexity and complex systems. There
are updates throughout the book as well. These take into account important advances in cognitive
psychology and the science of design while confirming and extending the book's basic thesis: that a
physical symbol system has the necessary and sufficient means for intelligent action. The chapter
"Economic Reality" has also been revised to reflect a change in emphasis in Simon's thinking about the
respective roles of organizations and markets in economic systems.
Art and Visual Perception - Rudolf Arnheim 1969

holds a secret that will save the city. She and her friend Doon must race to figure out the clues before the
lights go out on Ember forever! Nominated to 28 State Award Lists! An American Library Association
Notable Children’s Book A New York Public Library 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing Selection A Kirkus
Reviews Editors’ Choice A Child Magazine Best Children’s Book A Mark Twain Award Winner A William
Allen White Children’s Book Award Winner “A realistic post-apocalyptic world. DuPrau’s book leaves Doon
and Lina on the verge of undiscovered country and readers wanting more.” —USA Today “An electric
debut.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “While Ember is colorless and dark, the book itself is rich with
description.” —VOYA, Starred “A harrowing journey into the unknown, and cryptic messages for readers to
decipher.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred
Cultural Techniques - Bernhard Siegert 2015-05-01
In a crucial shift within posthumanistic media studies, Bernhard Siegert dissolves the concept of media into
a network of operations that reproduce, displace, process, and reflect the distinctions fundamental for a
given culture. Cultural Techniques aims to forget our traditional understanding of media so as to redefine
the concept through something more fundamental than the empiricist study of a medium’s individual or
collective uses or of its cultural semantics or aesthetics. Rather, Siegert seeks to relocate media and culture
on a level where the distinctions between object and performance, matter and form, human and nonhuman,
sign and channel, the symbolic and the real are still in the process of becoming. The result is to turn
ontology into a domain of all that is meant in German by the word Kultur. Cultural techniques comprise not
only self-referential symbolic practices like reading, writing, counting, or image-making. The analysis of
artifacts as cultural techniques emphasizes their ontological status as “in-betweens,” shifting from
firstorder to second-order techniques, from the technical to the artistic, from object to sign, from the
natural to the cultural, from the operational to the representational. Cultural Techniques ranges from
seafaring, drafting, and eating to the production of the sign-signaldistinction in old and new media, to the
reproduction of anthropological difference, to the study of trompe-l’oeils, grids, registers, and doors.
Throughout, Siegert addresses fundamental questions of how ontological distinctions can be replaced by
chains of operations that process those alleged ontological distinctions within the ontic. Grounding
posthumanist theory both historically and technically, this book opens up a crucial dialogue between new
German media theory and American postcybernetic discourses.
Coordinate Graphing! Grades 5-8 - Edward M. Housel 2009-03
Add intrigue to math lessons that cover equations, fractions, percents, geometry, probability, and more! In
each of 56 activities, students solve problems to find specific points to plot on graph paper. As they come up
with the correct answers, they create pictures ranging from a dragonfly to a gas pump!
The Circle - Dave Eggers 2013-10-08
A bestselling dystopian novel that tackles surveillance, privacy and the frightening intrusions of technology
in our lives—a “compulsively readable parable for the 21st century” (Vanity Fair). When Mae Holland is
hired to work for the Circle, the world’s most powerful internet company, she feels she’s been given the
opportunity of a lifetime. The Circle, run out of a sprawling California campus, links users’ personal emails,
social media, banking, and purchasing with their universal operating system, resulting in one online
identity and a new age of civility and transparency. As Mae tours the open-plan office spaces, the towering
glass dining facilities, the cozy dorms for those who spend nights at work, she is thrilled with the company’s

The City of Ember - Jeanne DuPrau 2003-05-13
A modern-day classic. This highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends desperate to save their
doomed city has captivated kids and teachers alike for almost fifteen years and has sold over 3.5 MILLION
copies! The city of Ember was built as a last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great
lamps that light the city are beginning to flicker. When Lina finds part of an ancient message, she’s sure it
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modernity and activity. There are parties that last through the night, there are famous musicians playing on
the lawn, there are athletic activities and clubs and brunches, and even an aquarium of rare fish retrieved
from the Marianas Trench by the CEO. Mae can’t believe her luck, her great fortune to work for the most
influential company in the world—even as life beyond the campus grows distant, even as a strange
encounter with a colleague leaves her shaken, even as her role at the Circle becomes increasingly public.
What begins as the captivating story of one woman’s ambition and idealism soon becomes a heart-racing
novel of suspense, raising questions about memory, history, privacy, democracy, and the limits of human
knowledge.
PISA Take the Test Sample Questions from OECD's PISA Assessments - OECD 2009-02-02
This book presents all the publicly available questions from the PISA surveys. Some of these questions were
used in the PISA 2000, 2003 and 2006 surveys and others were used in developing and trying out the
assessment.
Holiday Graph Art - Erling Freeberg 1987-06
This graph art activity book is a compilation of holiday pictures which are designed to fit graph paper
squares. The child colors in the squares on graph paper according to the direction sheet, and a mystery
picture appears.
Graph Paper Art - Dolores Freeberg 1989-10
Reproducible worksheets on which a child colors in squares on graph paper according to directions on the
direction sheet and a mystery picture appears.
Architecture - Francis D. K. Ching 2012-07-16
A superb visual reference to the principles of architecture Now including interactive CD-ROM! For more
than thirty years, the beautifully illustrated Architecture: Form, Space, and Order has been the classic
introduction to the basic vocabulary of architectural design. The updated Third Edition features expanded
sections on circulation, light, views, and site context, along with new considerations of environmental
factors, building codes, and contemporary examples of form, space, and order. This classic visual reference
helps both students and practicing architects understand the basic vocabulary of architectural design by
examining how form and space are ordered in the built environment.? Using his trademark meticulous
drawing, Professor Ching shows the relationship between fundamental elements of architecture through
the ages and across cultural boundaries. By looking at these seminal ideas, Architecture: Form, Space, and
Order encourages the reader to look critically at the built environment and promotes a more evocative
understanding of architecture. In addition to updates to content and many of the illustrations, this new
edition includes a companion CD-ROM that brings the book's architectural concepts to life through threedimensional models and animations created by Professor Ching.
Let's Play Math - Denise Gaskins 2012-09-04

abstract, individual pursuit, but also from one's shared, everyday experience of architecture in real
time—its particular use of light, color, shape, scale, texture, rhythm and sound. Experiencing Architecture
reminds us of what good architectural design has accomplished over time, what it can accomplish still, and
why it is worth pursuing. Wide-ranging and approachable, it is for anyone who has ever wondered “what
instrument the architect plays on.”
I Am David - Anne Holm 2004
Having escaped from the eastern European concentration camp where he has spent most of his life, twelveyear-old David struggles to cope with an entirely strange world as he flees northward to freedom in
Denmark. Originally published as North to Freedom. An ALA Notable Book. Simultaneous.
Ditch That Textbook - Matt Miller 2015-04-13
Textbooks are symbols of centuries-old education. They're often outdated as soon as they hit students'
desks. Acting "by the textbook" implies compliance and a lack of creativity. It's time to ditch those
textbooks--and those textbook assumptions about learning In Ditch That Textbook, teacher and blogger
Matt Miller encourages educators to throw out meaningless, pedestrian teaching and learning practices.
He empowers them to evolve and improve on old, standard, teaching methods. Ditch That Textbook is a
support system, toolbox, and manifesto to help educators free their teaching and revolutionize their
classrooms.
My Favorite Thing is Monsters - Emil Ferris 2017-02-15
Set against the tumultuous political backdrop of late ’60s Chicago, My Favorite Thing Is Monsters is the
fictional graphic diary of 10-year-old Karen Reyes, filled with B-movie horror and pulp monster magazines
iconography. Karen Reyes tries to solve the murder of her enigmatic upstairs neighbor, Anka Silverberg, a
holocaust survivor, while the interconnected stories of those around her unfold. When Karen’s investigation
takes us back to Anka’s life in Nazi Germany, the reader discovers how the personal, the political, the past,
and the present converge.
Math Perplexors - Greg Gottstein 2007
"All the information you need to solve the mystery is in the puzzle story; everything you need to deduce,
reason and organize your thoughts is in the handy grid below. " -- publisher's website.
The Gingerbread Girl Goes Animal Crackers - Lisa Campbell Ernst 2011-10-13
She's fast. She's feisty. And she outsmarted that sly fox in her boisterous debut. Now the gingerbread girl is
back with a new batch of friends - the animal crackers! They don't want to listen to the Gingerbread Girl's
advice, even though she is one smart cookie. But they'd better watch it, or they'll all become treats for that
trickster fox. With fun twists on the classic refrain plus big, candy-colored illustrations, this is one sweet
treat.
The Image of the City - Kevin Lynch 1964-06-15
The classic work on the evaluation of city form. What does the city's form actually mean to the people who
live there? What can the city planner do to make the city's image more vivid and memorable to the city
dweller? To answer these questions, Mr. Lynch, supported by studies of Los Angeles, Boston, and Jersey
City, formulates a new criterion—imageability—and shows its potential value as a guide for the building and
rebuilding of cities. The wide scope of this study leads to an original and vital method for the evaluation of
city form. The architect, the planner, and certainly the city dweller will all want to read this book.
Inside the White Cube - Brian O'Doherty 1999
These essays explicitly confront a particular crisis in postwar art, seeking to examine the assumptions on
which the modern commercial and museum gallery was based.
Addition and Subtraction - Cameron Krantzman 2021-12

Advanced Multiplication - H. S. Lawrence 1993-11
Instructions & animal information in English & Spanish.
Signs and Symbols - Adrian Frutiger 1998
Discusses the elements of a sign, and looks at pictograms, alphabets, calligraphy, monograms, text type,
numerical signs, symbols, and trademarks
Experiencing Architecture, second edition - Steen Eiler Rasmussen 1964-03-15
A classic examination of superb design through the centuries. Widely regarded as a classic in the field,
Experiencing Architecture explores the history and promise of good design. Generously illustrated with
historical examples of designing excellence—ranging from teacups, riding boots, and golf balls to the villas
of Palladio and the fish-feeding pavilion of Beijing's Winter Palace—Rasmussen's accessible guide invites us
to appreciate architecture not only as a profession, but as an art that shapes everyday experience. In the
past, Rasmussen argues, architecture was not just an individual pursuit, but a community undertaking.
Dwellings were built with a natural feeling for place, materials and use, resulting in “a remarkably suitable
comeliness.” While we cannot return to a former age, Rasmussen notes, we can still design spaces that are
beautiful and useful by seeking to understand architecture as an art form that must be experienced. An
understanding of good design comes not only from one's professional experience of architecture as an
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Introduction to Probability - Joseph K. Blitzstein 2014-07-24
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures, Introduction to Probability provides essential
language and tools for understanding statistics, randomness, and uncertainty. The book explores a wide
variety of applications and examples, ranging from coincidences and paradoxes to Google PageRank and
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional
Color Correction Handbook - Alexis Van Hurkman 2014
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The 'Color Correction Handbook' covers a wide variety of techniques that can be used by colourists, no
matter what system they're using. From the most basic methods for evaluating and correcting an overall
image, to the most advanced targeted corrections and creative stylizations typically employed, this book
covers it all.
Lunar Sourcebook - Grant Heiken 1991-04-26
The only work to date to collect data gathered during the American and Soviet missions in an accessible
and complete reference of current scientific and technical information about the Moon.
Numbers Hidden Pictures - Frank Schaffer Publications 2000-08-11
Your child will have a great time developing his or her counting and number recognition skills by
completing the exciting activities in this book.
81 Fresh & Fun Critical-thinking Activities - Laurie Rozakis 1998
Help children of all learning styles and strengths improve their critical thinking skills with these creative,
cross-curricular activities. Each engaging activity focuses on skills such as recognizing and recalling,
evaluating, and analyzing.
Crime Scene Investigation - National Institute of Justice (U.S.). Technical Working Group on Crime Scene
Investigation 2000
This is a guide to recommended practices for crime scene investigation. The guide is presented in five
major sections, with sub-sections as noted: (1) Arriving at the Scene: Initial Response/Prioritization of
Efforts (receipt of information, safety procedures, emergency care, secure and control persons at the scene,
boundaries, turn over control of the scene and brief investigator/s in charge, document actions and
observations); (2) Preliminary Documentation and Evaluation of the Scene (scene assessment, "walkthrough" and initial documentation); (3) Processing the Scene (team composition, contamination control,
documentation and prioritize, collect, preserve, inventory, package, transport, and submit evidence); (4)
Completing and Recording the Crime Scene Investigation (establish debriefing team, perform final survey,
document the scene); and (5) Crime Scene Equipment (initial responding officers, investigator/evidence
technician, evidence collection kits).
Math Practice, Grade 2 - Carson-Dellosa Publishing 2014-03-15
Kelley Wingate's Math Practice for second grade is designed to help students master basic math skills
through focused math practice. Practice pages will be leveled in order to target each student's individual
needs for support. Some pages will provide clear, step-by-step examples. The basic skills covered include
place value, more complex addition and subtraction, standard measurement, analyzing shapes, and a
comprehensive selection of other second grade math skills. This well-known series, Kelley Wingate, has
been updated to align content to the Common Core State Standards. The 128-page books will provide a
strong foundation of basic skills and will offer differentiated practice pages to make sure all students are
well prepared to succeed in today's Common Core classroom. The books will include Common Core
standards matrices, cut-apart flashcard sections, and award certificates. This series is designed to engage
and recognize all learners, at school or at home.
Hidden Figures - Margot Lee Shetterly 2018-05-08
Based on the New York Times bestselling book and the Academy Award–nominated movie, author Margot
Lee Shetterly and Coretta Scott King Illustrator Honor Award winner Laura Freeman bring the incredibly
inspiring true story of four black women who helped NASA launch men into space to picture book readers!
Dorothy Vaughan, Mary Jackson, Katherine Johnson, and Christine Darden were good at math…really good.
They participated in some of NASA's greatest successes, like providing the calculations for America's first
journeys into space. And they did so during a time when being black and a woman limited what they could
do. But they worked hard. They persisted. And they used their genius minds to change the world. In this
beautifully illustrated picture book edition, we explore the story of four female African American
mathematicians at NASA, known as "colored computers," and how they overcame gender and racial
barriers to succeed in a highly challenging STEM-based career. "Finally, the extraordinary lives of four
African American women who helped NASA put the first men in space is available for picture book
readers," proclaims Brightly in their article "18 Must-Read Picture Books of 2018." "Will inspire girls and
boys alike to love math, believe in themselves, and reach for the stars."
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Addition and Subtraction Facts - Ideal School Supply Co. 1999-01-15
Never lose another Flash Card again! Help children develop understanding, mastery, and recall of related
facts. Includes 156 addition and subtraction facts through 12 + 12 and 24 - 12 in a vertical format. Addition
problems are on one side, subtraction problems are on the other side. Features helpful learning hints plus
an addition chart. Great for individual use or small and large group instruction.
Excel 2013: The Missing Manual - Matthew MacDonald 2013-04-18
The world’s most popular spreadsheet program is now more powerful than ever, but it’s also more complex.
That’s where this Missing Manual comes in. With crystal-clear explanations and hands-on examples, Excel
2013: The Missing Manual shows you how to master Excel so you can easily track, analyze, and chart your
data. You’ll be using new features like PowerPivot and Flash Fill in no time. The important stuff you need to
know: Go from novice to ace. Learn how to analyze your data, from writing your first formula to charting
your results. Illustrate trends. Discover the clearest way to present your data using Excel’s new Quick
Analysis feature. Broaden your analysis. Use pivot tables, slicers, and timelines to examine your data from
different perspectives. Import data. Pull data from a variety of sources, including website data feeds and
corporate databases. Work from the Web. Launch and manage your workbooks on the road, using the new
Excel Web App. Share your worksheets. Store Excel files on SkyDrive and collaborate with colleagues on
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. Master the new data model. Use PowerPivot to work with millions of rows
of data. Make calculations. Review financial data, use math and scientific formulas, and perform statistical
analyses.
Lesson Plan Book - Teacher Created Resources, Inc 2006-02-02
Mystery of Banking, The The Optical Unconscious - Rosalind E. Krauss 1994-07-25
The Optical Unconscious is a pointed protest against the official story of modernism and against the critical
tradition that attempted to define modern art according to certain sacred commandments and self-fulfilling
truths. The account of modernism presented here challenges the vaunted principle of "vision itself." And it
is a very different story than we have ever read, not only because its insurgent plot and characters rise
from below the calm surface of the known and law-like field of modernist painting, but because the voice is
unlike anything we have heard before. Just as the artists of the optical unconscious assaulted the idea of
autonomy and visual mastery, Rosalind Krauss abandons the historian's voice of objective detachment and
forges a new style of writing in this book: art history that insinuates diary and art theory, and that has the
gait and tone of fiction. The Optical Unconscious will be deeply vexing to modernism's standard-bearers,
and to readers who have accepted the foundational principles on which their aesthetic is based. Krauss also
gives us the story that Alfred Barr, Meyer Shapiro, and Clement Greenberg repressed, the story of a small,
disparate group of artists who defied modernism's most cherished self-descriptions, giving rise to an
unruly, disruptive force that persistently haunted the field of modernism from the 1920s to the 1950s and
continues to disrupt it today. In order to understand why modernism had to repress the optical
unconscious, Krauss eavesdrops on Roger Fry in the salons of Bloomsbury, and spies on the toddler John
Ruskin as he amuses himself with the patterns of a rug; we find her in the living room of Clement
Greenberg as he complains about "smart Jewish girls with their typewriters" in the 1960s, and in colloquy
with Michael Fried about Frank Stella's love of baseball. Along the way, there are also narrative encounters
with Freud, Jacques Lacan, Georges Bataille, Roger Caillois, Gilles Deleuze, and Jean-François Lyotard. To
embody this optical unconscious, Krauss turns to the pages of Max Ernst's collage novels, to Marcel
Duchamp's hypnotic Rotoreliefs, to Eva Hesse's luminous sculptures, and to Cy Twombly's, Andy Warhol's,
and Robert Morris's scandalous decoding of Jackson Pollock's drip pictures as "Anti-Form." These artists
introduced a new set of values into the field of twentieth-century art, offering ready-made images of
obsessional fantasy in place of modernism's intentionality and unexamined compulsions.
Comic Coloring Book - Matt Steel 2015-11-18
Comic Book inspired coloring book I Love Onomatopoeia! by Matt Steel. Enter the world of comic
onomatopoeia on an inky challenge to color over 70 comic book inspired onomatopoeia designs!Includes
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FREE wallpaper app and member website ILoveOnomatopoeia.com
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